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INTRODUCTION

someone who has obtained a copy of this field
guide to follow in our footsteps. Last minute
changes may result in our field trip taking a
different route and visiting a slightly different
selection of sites than presented in the text.
We are guests in The Bahamas, field trip
participants are urged to treat the areas we
visit with the utmost respect. This guidebook
is an update of one published in 1992 for the
Sixth Symposium on the Geology of the
Bahamas (Carew, et al., 1992). Based on the
success of that field trip, it is being repeated
for the Eighth Symposium on the Geology of
the Bahamas in 1996. The sites to be visited
are essentially the same, but with the four
years of progress that has occurred since 1992,
many outcrops deserve a fresh look. The
original authors (Carew, Mylroie and Sealey)
are pleased to welcome the additional material,
provided by H. Allen Curran and Brian White,
on the ichnology of the Clifton Pier locality
(Stop 7).

The purpose of this field guide is to
show members of the geologic community
sorne very interesting
Late Quaternary
carbonate geology on the west side of New
Providence Island, Bahamas. New Providence
Island hosts the city of Nassau, capital of The
Bahamas. The developed nature of the island
offers advantages and disadvantages
to
geologists.
The advantages are all the
amenities of civilization, and ali the quarries,
roads, and road cuts that lead to easy access
and observation. The disadvantages are all the
obstacles of modern civilization, including
traffic. In the interests of time, traffic, and
economy of movement, this field trip has been
set up to focus on the less congested western
side of New Providence Island. In addition,
many oí the sites we wish to visit are on
prívate or restricted
lands and special
permission is necessary to see sorne areas. For
these reasons, it may not be possible for
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Sheridan, 1987) which holds that the modern
Bahamas are a segmented remnant of a much
larger
continuous
Mesozoic
carbonate
platform.
Recent work by Eberli and
Ginsberg (I 987) and Mullins and Hine {) 989;
1990) have demonstrated, respectively, that the
Bahama
banks
are
undcrgoing
both
depositional
progradation
and
erosiona!
segmentation.
Despite evidence of past
tectonic activity, the Bahamas are currently
quiescent and isostatically subsiding at a rate
not exceeding 1-2 m per 100 ka (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995a).
The geologic literature on the Bahamas
is extensive, but the bulk of that literature
deals with the carbonate banks and 'related
deep water environments. Comparatively little
work has been done of the subaerial geology of
individual islands. The first geologic map of
a Bahamian island was not published until
Titus' work on San Salvador in 1980. Hutto
and Carew (1984) on San Salvador, Garrett and
Gould (1984) on New Providence, Carew and
Mylroie (1985) on San Salvador, Wilbur (1987;
1991) on Little San Salvador and West Plana
Cay, Carew and Mylroie (1989a) on South
Andros, and Mitchell et al. ( 1989) on
Conception Island represent sorne of the initial
attempts to provide geologic descriptions of
whole islands.
Recently,
a variety of
publications concerning the geology of the
Bahamas have been published (e.g. Hearty and
Kindler, 1993, 1995; Kindler and Hearty 1995,
Carew and Mylroie, 1994a, 1995b, 1995c,
1996; Kindler, 1995; Mylroie and Carew,
1995a) which has not only expanded our
understanding of Bahamian geology, but has
initiated a spirited debate (see, in sequence,
Carew and Mylroie,
1994b; Hearty and
Kindler, 1994; Carew and Mylroie, 1995d).

DO NOT MAKE SAMPLE COLLECTIONS AT
ANY STOP UNLESS THE FIELD TRIP
LEADERS ARE ASKED IN ADV ANCE. WE
ASK THE SAME RESPECT FOR THESE
GEOLOGIC
SITES
FROM
ALL
SUBSEQUENT
USERS
OF
TRIS
GUIDEBOOK.

REGIONAL SETTING

The Bahama Islands are a I 000 km long
portion of a NW-SE trending archipelago that
extends from Little Bahama Bank off the coast
of Florida to Great Inagua Island, just off the
coast of Cuba (Fig. 1). The archipelago
extends farther southeast as the Turks and
Caicos Islands, Mouchoir Bank, Silver Bank,
and Navidad Bank, that are a separa te political
entity. The northwestern Bahama islands are
isolated landmasses that project above sea leve!
from two large carbonate platforms, Little
Bahama Bank and Great Bahama Bank. To the
southeast, beginning in the area of San
Salvador lsland, The Bahamas comprise small
isolated platforms capped by islands that make
up a signíficant portian of the available
platform area. The Bahamian platforms have
been si tes of carbonate deposition since at least
the Cretaceous, with a mínimum thickness of
5.4 km (Meyerhoff and Hatten, 1974) and
perhaps as much as I O km (Uchupi and others,
1971 ). The large platforms to the northwest
are dissected by deep channels and troughs
(Fig. I ), the isolated platforms of the
southeastern Bahamas are surrounded by deep
water.
Water depth on the platforms is
generally less than l O meters.
The origin of the Bahama platf orms has
been the subject of much debate, from which
two main theories have evolved. Mullíns and
Lynts (1977) have proposed a "graben"
hypothesis
which
explains
the current
configuration of The Bahamas as the result of
plate tectonic motion that produced the
opening of the Atlantic Ocean in the Mesozoíc.
The pattern of banks, troughs and basins is
seen as inherited from an initial horst and
graben pattern consístent with continental
rifting.
The competing
theory fa the
"megabank" hypothesis (Meyerhoff and Hatten,
1974; Sheridan and others, 1981; Ladd and

SUBAERIAL GEOLOGY OF THE
BAHAMAS

The exposed rocks of The Bahamas are
ali Late Quaternary carbonates, dominated by
subtidal facies at low elevations, and eolianites
at elevations above 6 m. Paleosols occur at all
elevations.
The glacio-eustatic
sea level
changes of the Quaternary have alternately
flooded and exposed the Bahamian platforms,
2
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Fig. 1. Map of the Bahama Islands and surrounding areas, detailing islands, banks, and deep-water
troughs.
subjecting
them to cycles of carbonate
deposition
and dissolution,
respectively.
Significant carbonate deposition occurs only
when the platform tops are partially or totally
flooded.
The carbonate
sequences of the
Bahamas can be viewed as individual packages
deposited
on each sea-leve!
highstand,
separated by erosiona! unconformities (usually
marked by paleosols) produced by each sealevel lowstand (Carew and Mylroie, 1995b).

Each depositional package consist of three
parts: a transgressive phase, a stillstand phase,
and a regressive phase. These phases each
contain a subtidal, intertidal and eolianite
component. Holocene sea level is sufficiently
high that the only marine deposits exposed on
land today are those associated with the high
stillstand phase of oxygen isotope substage Se
(circa 125,000 years ago), which was about 6 m
higher than present
sea level.
The
transgressive and regressive marine deposits of
3

by other workers (e.g. Wilber, 1987, 1991;
Kindler, 1991 ). The model has been modified
with the accumulation of new data (Carew and
Mylroie, 1989b, 1992, 1994a, 1995b, 1996). A
physical stratigraphy that is consistent with
this model is presented in Figure 3. This
stratigraphy is based on field relationships, and
while it does not require geochronological tools
to be used, it has been subsequently
substantiated by a number of geochronologic
methods (e.g. Carew and Mylroie, 1987).
Eolianite deposits that are older than
oxygen isotope substage 5e are included in the
Owl's Hole Formation. As noted earlier, there
are no subtidal units of this formation that are
exposed on Bahamian islands. The eolianites
of this unit are predominantly bioclastic, and
ooids are generally rare.
The Owl's Hole
Formation is usually recognized in the field by
its relationship
to overlying
deposits.
Subdivision of the Owl's Hole Formation has
been attempted based on AAR data (Hearty
and Kindler, 1993) with mixed results (Carew
and Mylroie 1994a, 1995d). Recently, Kindler
and Hearty ( 1995) have reported
field
relationships on Eleuthera Island that show
multiple stacked eolianite sequences that
indicate that the Owl's Hole Formation
comprises at least two pre-substage
Se
depositional packages.
Overlying
the Owl's Hole, and
separated from it by a paleosol or other erosion
surface, is the Grotto Beach Formation. This
formation was deposited during oxygen isotope
substage Se. It contains two members. The
French Bay Member is a transgressive eolianite
(Carew and Mylroie, 1985; 1989b ), which in
sorne places is marked by an erosiona! platform
on which later stillstand fossil corals are found
(Carew and Mylroie, 1989a, 1995b; Halley et
al., 1991 ). The Cockburn Town Member is a
complex of stillstand subtidal and intertidal
facies overlain
by regressive
eolianites.
A vailable data on in situ fossil corals from
across the Bahamian Archipelago indica tes that
the corals ali date to oxygen isotope substage
Se (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). During Grotto
Beach time ooids were produced in great
numbers throughout the Bahamas, and the vast
majority of eolianites in the Grotto Beach
Formation are either ooid-dominated or

substage 5e are below modern sea leve!. The
stillstand
subtidal
deposits of sea-leve!
highstands prior to 125,000 years ago are not
present. Given isostatic subsidence rates of 12 m per 100,000 years, earlier highstands were
either not high enough, as for stage 7, or if
high enough, occurred too long ago, as for
stage 9 and earlier, to exist above modern sea
leve! (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). In contrast,
eolianites form topographic highs that extend
well above past and modern sea levels, so
eolianites from severa! highstands are exposed
on Bahamian islands.
During
transgression,
carbonate
sediments are deposited when the bank top
floods, and the beach sediments are continually
re-mobilized by the bull-dozing action of the
advancing sea. Large dunes are formed, which
may be subsequently attacked by wave action
as sea leve! continues to rise. Only the largest
or most favorably positioned transgressive
eolianites survive the rise of sea leve! to a
maximum. During the stillstand of the sea
leve! high, subtidal and intertidal facies are
deposited, but eolianite production is probably
less than during transgression, as the system
reaches equilibrium.
During regression
stillstand subtidal deposits are re-worked by
beach processes, and sorne substantial eolianite
packages are formed.
These regressive
eolianites are abandoned as sea leve! falls
below the platform edge and sediment supply
ceases. As sea leve! retreats off the platform,
erosiona! forces take over and produce soils
that are eventually preserved as paleosols. This
sequence of events is shown in Figure 2.
The most complete sequence of
deposits formed during a transgression,
stillstand, and regression is the depositional
package formed during the oxygen isotope
substage Se highstand.
Older packages are
incomplete, for reasons given earlier, and the
Holocene package does not, as yet, contain a
true regressive phase (although it does contain
progradationally-regressive
deposits).
A
general model for the deposition
and
stratigraphy of Bahamian islands was first
proposed by Carew and Mylroie in 1985. The
model was developed using San Salvador lsland
as a specific example, but it has been
successfully applied to other islands by the
authors (e.g. Carew and Mylroie, 1989a) and
4

LOWSTANDPHASE: THE CARBONATEPLATFORM IS EXPOSED.
THERE IS NO CARBONATE DEPOSITION
0N
THE PLATFORU SURFACE, PEDOGENESIS AND
KARST PROCESSES DOMINA TE, LEAD I NG TO
DEVELDPMENT OF TERRA-ROSSA PALEOSOLS.
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Fig. 2. Depiction of the four stages of depositional development of Bahamian Islands during each
glacial (lowstand) and interglacial (highstand) sea-level fluctuation. During highstands, the islands
are the highest portions of the platform surface that are not flooded; during lowstands (below -1 O m),
the entire platform is exposed as a steep-walled island.
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Bay Member. This unit consists of intertidal
facies and eolianites deposited in equilibrium
with modern sea leve!.
These eolianite
allochems have a radiocarbon age centered
around 3,000 yBP, but sorne beach rock has
ages as young as 400 yBP (Carew and Mylroie,
1987). While weakly-developed ooids have
been reported from the early stages of North
Point Member
deposition
(Carney and
Boardman, 1991), the Rice Bay Formation is
predominantly peloidal and bioclastic on San
Salvador. The North Point Member is now
being attacked by wave erosion. Sea caves,
talus, and corals living on wave-cut eolianite
benches of the North Point Member exist.
Similar relationships can be seen in the rock
record of the transgressive French Bay
Member of the Grotto Beach Formation.
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The 1992 version of this field guide
was the first published application of the
stratigraphic model, described above, on New
Providence lsland. The field trip stops will
show
examples
of
the
Rice
Bay
Formation/Grotto
Beach Formation contact,
and the Grotto Beach Formation/Owl's Hale
Formation contact. The trip stops will also
show examples of Grotto Beach Formation
subtidal deposits, cave development in a paleofreshwater lens, paleosols and protosols in an
eolianite sequence, ichnofossils, and islandmargin collapse features. A half-day field trip
can in no way hope to cover the complete
geology of an entire island. The field trip
stops will show the participants
sorne
interesting outcrops that will spur comment
and discussion, and will demonstrate how the
stratigraphic model presented earlier can be
applied to New Providence Island. A geologic
description of New Providence Island was
published by Garrett and Gould (1984), and
Hearty and Kindler (1995) off ered a further
interpretation of New Providence geology.
Of particular
interest
in the
interpretation of Bahamian surficial geology is
the use of available outcrops, geochronological
tools, and morphostratigraphy.
From a
fundamental
viewpoint, nothing is more
illuminating to a geologist than the actual field

Fig. 3. Physical stratigraphic column far The
Bahamas, illustrating the temporal relationship
between defined stratigraphic units. Actual
field relationships among these units are
commonly not be vertically stacked, but
laterally adjacent. The thin stippled and black
layers are terra rossa paleosols separating units
formed on different glacio-eustatic sea-leve!
highstands. The Owl's Hole Formation most
likely contains additional paleosols separating
a suite of pre-Sangamon eolianites.
contain appreciable ooids.
Overlying the Grotto Beach Formation,
and separated from it by a paleosol or other
erosion surface is the Rice Bay Formation that
has been deposited during the Holocene. The
Rice Bay Formation lacks an overlying terrarossa paleosol, and is divided into two
members, based on their depositional history
relative to Holocene sea leve!. The North
Point Member consists entirely of eolianites,
whose foreset beds extend below modern sea
leve!. Whole rock 14C measurements from the
North Point Member indicate allochem ages
centered around 5,000 yBP (Carew and
Mylroie, 1987). Laterally adjacent, but rarely
in an overlying position, is the younger Hanna
6

relationships and character of rocks as found
in outcrop. Despite the confidence that rock
samples produce, petrology has been shown to
be a useful tool in the Bahamas only if its
limitations are taken into account (Carew and
Mylroie, 1995b, 1996}; specifically, the lateral
variability of outcrops in these islands can
confound a simplistic approach. Paleosols, as
the markers of erosiona! unconformities, are
critica! to the subdivision of eolianite suites,
yet are also prone to misinterpretation (Carew
and Mylroie, 1991).
Geochronological tools also provide a
mixed bag of results.
The use of U /Th
radiometric techniques to analyze fossil corals
and speleothems has proven to be reliable
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995a), as has the use of
14 c techniques on Holocene rocks (Carew and
Mylroie,
1987; Boardman et al., 1989;
Anderson
and
Boardman,
1989).
Paleomagnetic analysis has had variable success
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995b), but has recently
shown that it may provide a means to correlate
paleosols (Panuska, et al., 1995). Amino acid
racemization (AAR) has been the most
problematic. The assignment of rock outcrops
to specific stratigraphic units based on AAR
results has often been subject to later revision
by a number of investigators (see discussion in
Carew and Mylroie, 1995b, 1996).
Morphostratigraphic
delineation of
depositional sequences using air photographs
and topographic maps has been applied to New
Providence (Garrett and Gould, 1984; Hearty
and Kindler, 1995) and San Salvador (Hearty
and Kindler,
1993).
The technique is
attractive because it allows efficient coverage
of islands. However, different authors have
placed the same landforms in different
stratigraphic units based on landform shape
and position relative to the modern coastline
and other deposits, and many eolianite ridges
have been shown to be an amalgam of deposits
from different sea-leve! highstands (Carew
and Mylroie, 1995b, 1996).
Without the
excellent control provided by abundant
roadcuts, quarries, sea cliffs and cave
exposures; however, morphostratigraphy does
not reliably predict rock type or age. This
field trip will demonstrate sorne of the
problems with morphostratigraphic analysis.

FRESHW ATER LENS HYDROLOGY AND
KARST PROCESSES

The dominant
post-depositional
modification of the Bahamian islands has been
the production of dissolutional landforms, or
karst. Quaternary carbonate islands such as
those of The Bahamas contain a variety of
karst features, and it has been shown that
understanding these karst f eatures and the
processes that produced them has had a direct
bearing on our understanding
of overall
Bahamian geology.
Review papers on
Bahamian karst can be found in Mylroie and
Carew (1995a, 1995b) and Mylroie et al.
(1995a). A synopsis of those ideas is given
below, and shown in Figure 4.
In any essentially homogeneous body of
rock like that of the Bahama islands, the
freshwater lens floats on underlying denser sea
water that permeates the subsurface.
The
model for the ideal behavior of these water
masses is the Ghyben-Herzberg
model. In
reality, variations in rock transmissivity and
other factors result in distortion of that ideal
lens shape (Vacher and Bengtsson, 1989).
None-the-less the Ghyben-Herzberg
model
serves as a useful first approximation of the
relationship between the freshwater and the
underlying marine groundwater in an island.
During past higher stands of sea level,
the fresh groundwater lens in each island was
as high or higher than it is today. Beneath the
surface of those past freshwater tenses, within
the limestone rock of the islands, phreatic
caves were produced by dissolution. Each time
sea leve! fell, the caves became abandoned and
dry.
U nder today's interglacial clima tic
conditions the earth is relatively warm and sea
leve! is relatively high, but not quite as high as
at sorne times in the past. In The Bahamas
today we can enter phreatic caves that formed
below the water table, but which are now dry
(hence the phrase "dry phreatic cave"). In
contrast, the blue holes of The Bahamas lead
into caves that are flooded by modern sea leve!
(Mylroie et al., 1995b ). The blue holes of The
Bahamas have been formed by severa!
diff erent process, including: 1) flooding of
vadose shafts or pit caves; 2) progradational
collapse to the surface from deep phreatic
caves; 3) and fractures produced by bank7
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current sea leve! position, and the various karst fea tu res produced, are shown (f rom Mylroie, et al.,
1995a).
reduced. So, the dry Bahamian phreatic caves
represent development during a very short
time within small freshwater lenses, and they
are minimally overprinted by later events.
Any model for the development of these caves
must operate under these severe constraints of
time, space, and discharge.
Even though the marine groundwater
and the freshwater lens may both be saturated
with CaCO 3 , where they rnix, more CaCO 3
may be dissolved (Plummer, 1975). The
potency of this mixed-water
dissolution
mechanism has been demonstrated in The
Bahamas (Smart et al., l 988). Therefore, caves
should develop preferentially in the mixing
zone or halocline, at the boundary of the
freshwater lens. Even if the lens is brackish,
dissolution will still occur in the mixing zone.
Small caves may also form at the top of the
freshwater lens (or watertable) where vadose
water percolating down from the surface
reaches and mixes with the freshwater lens
(Mylroie and Carew, 1988, 1990; Harris, et al.,
1995).
At the distal margin of the lens, near the
shoreline of an island, the top and bottom of
the lens are close together. There, the
vadose/phreatic
mixing zone and the

margin failure. Blues holes are made more
complex by the cumulative eff ects of many
sea-leve! fluctuations. The complexity of cave
passages found in blue holes is the result of
overprinting of repeated marine, freshwater,
and subaerial
conditions
during
the
Quaternary.
Conversely, the currently dry caves of
The Bahamas formed during the relatively
short intervals of the late Pleistocene when sea
leve! was higher than at present. Bahamian
phreatic caves that formed above modern sea
leve! elevation before oxygen isotope substage
Se have, by today, isostatically subsided below
modern sea leve! (Mylroie et al., 1991; Carew
and Mylroie, 1995a).
Taking isostatic
subsidence into account, sea leve! was high
enough to produce the observed subaerial
caves for a maximum of about 15,000 years of
the oxygen isotope substage Se highstand
(Carew and Mylroie, 1995a). In addition,
during that sea-leve! highstand, only the eolian
ridges and a few beach and shoal deposits
stood above sea leve!, and island size in The
Bahamas was dramatically reduced compared
to today's islands (Mylroie and Carew, l 990,
Fig. 4). As a consequence, freshwater lens
volumes and discharges were comparably
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farmed under hypogenic conditions (Palmer,
1991 ).
Other types of caves also exist in The
Bahamas. Banana hales are phreatic chambers
farmed at the top of a past fresh-water lens
(Harris, et al., 1995), and they are commonly
seen in The Bahamas as sinkholes that resulted
from ceiling collapse. They are preferentially
developed in the broad, low-lying plains (2- 7
m elevation) referred to as the Sangamon
Terrace seen on many Bahamian islands
(Wilson, et al., 1995). With a sea level drop of
only a f ew meters during oxygen isotope
substage Se, the upper regions of these terraces
became exposed, creating
the subaerial
conditions necessary far a fresh-water lens to
develop. As the lens farmed only a meter or
two below the land surface, the voids created
by vadose/phreatic mixing have a thin roof,
and both during withdrawl of the fresh-water
lens, and in the _100,000 years since that time,
man y of these thin roof s have collapsed.
Collapsed banana hales can number 3,000/km 2 ,
and geophysical analysis indicates that many
exist in the uncollapsed state (Harris, et al.,
I 995).
The carbonate land surface undergos
dissolutional
modification
immediately
fallowing deposition and exposure. The result
is development of an etched and degraded
surface ref erred to as an epikarst.
This
epikarst is drained by pit caves which are
dissolutional shafts that carry water from the
epikarst deep into the vadose zone (Pace, et al.,
1993). Most pit caves do not penetrate to the
fresh-water lens, but usually end above it, and
the water continues by diffuse flow to the
water table. The number of pit caves in an
area can be large as a result of flow paths that
are repeatedly pirated into newly-developed
pit caves (Pace, et al., 1993 ).
The karst flow system on small
carbonate islands consists of: 1) collection of
meteoric water in the epikarst; 2) transmission
of most of that water into the vadose zone by
pit caves; 3) transmission of water from pit
caves to the fresh-water lens by diffuse flow;
4) delivery of fresh-water lens flow by flank
margin caves to the lens margin (Fig. 4).
Extensive survey of caves on New
Providence lsland has been accomplished
(Mylroie et al., 1991 ). On this field trip we

marine/freshwater
mixing
zone
are
superimposed. It is in this setting, at the distal
margin of past freshwater lenses, just under
the flank of the eolian ridges that were isolated
islands, that the largest subaerial phreatic caves
of The Bahamas formed (Mylroie and Carew,
1990). These caves have been termed "flank
margin caves" (Mylroie, 1988; Mylroie and
Carew, 1990). Kinetic dissolution models
(Sanfard and Konikow, 1989) indica te that in
small islands it should not be possible to
produce large dissolution voids in such a short
time. Recen ti y, microbial activity has been
presented as a means to help overcome these
constraints (Bottrell et al., 1991; 1993; Mylroie
and Balcerzak, 1992). Furthermore, Raeisi and
Mylroie (1995) have demonstrated that the
hydrodynamics of the discharging fresh-water
lens create a favorable environment far
carbonate dissolution. It is important to note
that flank margin caves are not true conduits;
they do not transmit water any faster than it is
transported by the diffuse-flow aquifer.
Flank margin caves have a limited
variety of morphologies. They consist of oval
ar linear chambers that are oriented parallel to
the longitudinal trend of, and just under the
flank of, the ridge in which they farmed.
Small radiating tubes commonly extend from
these large chambers into the ridge interior
where they end abruptly ar pinch out. Many
cave passages loop back into one another or
into the main chamber, and isolated bedrock
pillars and thin wall-partitions are common.
The passages represent individual diffuse flow
paths bringing freshwater into the flankmargin mixing area. The abrupt dead-end
nature of these passages reflects the position of
the mixing front when sea leve! fell and the
caves became subaerial. One final interesting
aspect of flank margin caves is that they occur
on scales from small chambers up to immense
caves without loss of their general morphology
ar position with respect to the land surface.
The general morphology of flank margin caves
is similar to that of other caves farmed under
different mixed-water conditions (Mylroie,
1991), such as in the Guadalupe caves of New
Mexico. These patterns of globular chambers,
maze-like passage connections,
thin wall
partitions, and dead-end passages are called
spongework or ramifarm caves, and are
9

date is not available from this specific site, the
presence of well preserved, in situ fossil corals
indicates that the unit formed during oxygen
isotope substage 5e approximately J 25,000
years ago (Carew and Mylroie, J995b ), which
places it in the Cockburn Town Member of the
Grotto Beach Formation. The fossil reef can
be followed laterally along the outcrop for a
few tens of meters befare it is replaced by a
shelly calcarenite.
The presence of the paleosol directly on the
fossil reef yields sorne clues as to the
denudation rate of the limestone surface
during the 100,000+ that years it was
subaerially exposed prior to the deposition of
the overlying eolianite. Fossil corals have not
been found in the Bahamas above 4 m, so the
outcrop represents a possible maximum of 3.5
m of denudation of fossil reef since the end of
oxygen isotope substage Se about 119,000 years
ago, and the deposition of the eolianite about
2,700 years ago, a maximum denudation rate
of 3 m/100 ka.
Return to West Bay Street and re-board
the bus. We will drive 3 km east on West Bay
Street (1 km beyond the road we took from the
airport). This stop is about J km west of
Caves Point and the Blake Road intersection
with West Bay Street. The bus will park on a
gravel road heading south.

will visit three caves to show sorne of the
implications of cave development under the
flank margin model, and to demonstrate the
utility of these caves for increasing
understanding of the surficial geology of The
Bahamas.

FIELD TRIP STOPS

The field trip will begin at the Nassau
International Airport (Fig. 5). The stops listed
are those that are believed to be currently
accessible at the time of writing, and that will
provide the participant with the best overview
in the time available. At the end of the listing
of field trip stops is a discussion of other areas
that are also of interest. lt may be possible to
visit one of these additional areas if conditions
allow. It should also be recognized that lastminute changes may be necessary, and that
sorne of the following stops may have to be
eliminated.
Stop I: Northwest Point

From the airport, we will travel north
km to the Gambier area, passing through a
roadcut in Pleistocene eolianites, to reach West
Bay Street. Northwest Point is two kilometers
west, ata turnoff to a short coast-parallel road
heading east. Walk down and north from the
road through a garden to the coast. Northwest
Point is a brief walk to the west. How much
can be seen here depends on the amount of
sand on the beach, which varies from season to
season.
The height of the outcrop is about 2 m;
the top 1.5 m is a back-beach deposit of the
Holocene Rice Bay Formation. This peloidal
deposit lies unconformably on a red to orange
micritic crust, which represents a terra rossa
paleosol developed on Pleistocene rocks. The
elevation of these back beach facies, in
agreement with current sea level, and the lack
of a paleosol overlying them indicates that they
belong to the Hanna Bay Member.
The
radiocarbon age of the allochems in the deposit
is 2,737 +/-80 yBP, which is consistent with
this field interpretation. Beneath the paleosol
are numerous fossil corals. While an absolute

Stop 2: Bahamas West Cave

Follow the road downhill (south) for a
few meters, then turn east on a trail on the
south side of an east-west dune ridge and
proceed to the large entrances to Bahamas West
Cave (Mylroie, et al., 1991). The cave extends
from the south flank of the dune ridge to the
north under the hill. It has an original natural
entrance to the east, and severa! new en trances
to the west that were produced by recent
excavation. All these entrances lead into the
main chamber of the cave, which is 20 m deep
to the north and J 5 m wide (Fig. 6). The cave
floor is about 3 m above sea leve!, and the
ceiling averages 2 to 3 m high. A few small
hales in the ceiling open from this chamber to
the surface above. The cave has developed
from one limestone unit upward into an
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overlying unit consisting of angular rock
fragments in a red matrix (a breccia). This
breccia appears to be a fossilized soil (paleosol)
developed
on top of the limestone.
Examination of the surface above the cave
shows that a second limestone unit has been
deposited over the paleosol. In places, the cave
extends up into this overlying unit. Petrologic
analysis of the rocks (Schwabe, et al., 1993)
shows that the lower eolianite is pelloidal and
micritic, without ooids, whereas the upper
eolianite is oolitic.
Bahamas West Cave shows development
in two eolianites and an intervening paleosol.
The initial eolianite formed during platform
flooding and carbonate sediment production
during one sea-level highstand. The paleosol
largely formed during a following sea-leve!
lowstand, and the overlying eolianite was
deposited on a subsequent sea-level highstand.
Bahamas West Cave did not develop until after
this second eolianite was deposited. If this
second eolianite was produced during the
transgressive phase of the second sea-leve!
highstand, then the Bahamas West Cave data
can be explained
with two sea-level
highstands: the first associated with deposition
of the lower eolianite, and a second during
which the upper eolianite was deposited and
subsequently infiltrated by the freshwater lens
as the second transgression reached its
maximum elevation, dissolving the cave
(syngenetic karst).
If the upper eolianite
formed during regression from the second sealevel highstand, then a third sea-leve!
highstand would be necessary to raise a caveforming freshwater lens into both eolianites.
All of these events must have occurred before
the sea-leve! lowstand (oxygen isotope stage 24) preceding the current Holocene sea-leve!
highstand (oxygen isotope stage 1).
The paleosol seen in the cave is
believed to represent the contact between the
Grotto Beach Formation and the underlying
Owl's Hole Formation.
This interpretation
requires that the initial sea leve! history
presented above be invoked. Note that the
dissolutional surface passes smoothly from the
eolianite through the paleosol matrix and
included clasts.
The dissolutional process
ignored any diff erences in texture or chemistry
of these deposits.
Note also the globular

nature of the main chamber, and its position
relative to the surrounding eolianite. The cave
has developed under the flank of a eolian ridge
as a large chamber, with passages subdividing
and radiating into the ridge interior. These
passages represent the site of the mixing front
when sea level fell and the cave was
abandoned by the freshwater lens. ·
Bahamas West Cave is an example of
how cave data can help unravel sea level
history, even in the absence of absolute ages.
The cave also demonstrates the problems with
morphostratigraphy, as the ridge containing
the cave appears on aerial photographs and
topographic maps as a single ridge, but the
cave shows that it is actually two superimposed
ridges representing two separate sea-level
highstands.
Return to the bus which will go return
to West Bay Street and head east past the
intersection with Blake Road, and past Caves
Point to a paved secondary road that climbs
the dune ridge to the south, then east. After
approximately 600 m on this road, a ruined
building will be seen to the south. The bus
will park there.
Stop 3: Harry Oakes Cave

We will follow a trail south of the old
Harry Oakes mansion. Harry Oakes Cave is
found on the south flank of the ridge, and the
cave floor is about 4 m above sea leve!
(Mylroie, et al., 1991). The cave trends eastwest overa distance of 47 m. Its large central
chamber is breached along the south margin,
and this forms the main entrances to the cave.
Other smaller entrances are found to the east
and west, where retreat of the hill slope has
not breached the cave as fully. From the
broad main entrance a large chamber about 15
m wide and 20 m long is reached (Fig. 7). The
ceiling of this chamber is breached by one
large and many small pits and collapses. About
1O m to the west, a series of small passages and
rooms leads to a tiny entrance. The bulk of
the cave líes eastward, where the entrance
chamber leads through a broad arch to a room
12 m by 10 m. To the south, the room extends
over collapse to a large entrance. To the north,
a large passage curves to the northeast, then
south to another entrance. A warren of small
13
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Fig. 7. Map of Harry Oaks Cave. Symbols and source same as for Figure 6.
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leaving only isolated fragments of the cave.
The cave is perhaps developed in the Owl's
Hole Formation, based solely on the absence of
ooids in rock samples from the walls, which
are pelloidal and micritic (Schwabe, et al.,
1993). The cave walls have an interesting
notch that can be traced around the main
entrance room. The cause of this notch or
groove is unknown. It could be speculated to
be a line representing stratification of water of
diff eren t chemis tries d uring ca ve developmen t,
or perhaps the top of a former soil or guano
deposit developed after the cave was drained.
The advanced state of degredation of the cave
is instructive, as continued erosion of the cave
will yield a cliff with a notch or overhang.
Such a feature might be mis-interpreted as a
fossil bioerosion notch or a sea cave. The
implications of eroded flank margin caves

rooms and passages to the east leads to yet
another small entrance area. There are a
number of small holes that penetrate up to the
surface above. The cave is in an advanced
stage of degradation by surface erosion.
This cave was used by Harry Oakes, a
famous Nassau personality of the l 920's and
1930's, as a place to hold social events. The
central chamber of the cave has a depression
that was made into a swimming pool, and
walkways with wall niches that held lanterns,
can still be seen throughout the cave. The west
end of the cave is an area of large collapse,
and the cave probably continued further west
to another fragment, Harry Oakes Annex Cave
(Fig. 8). The roof over the existing portion of
the cave is thin and perforated, and within a
short amount of time (geologically), the Harry
Oakes Cave main chamber will collapse,

HARRYOAKES ANNEX CAVE
NEW PROVIDENCEISLAND. BAHAMAS
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E. MYLROIE, J. R. MYLROIE
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Fig. 8. Map of Harry Oaks Annex Cave. Symbols and source same as for Figure 6.
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being interpreted as fossil bioerosion notches
has been discussed in detail by Mylroie and
Carew (1991).

is conceivable that such a chamber also líes
behind the East Cave, as the flank margin
model does not necessitate that ali chambers be
connected. The West Cave is a simple cave
with two large chambers that overlap and are
connected by a few openings that are a f ew
meters in diameter (Fig. 10). The entrance is
23 m wide and the east-west oriented outer
chamber is an average of 3 m high. The
entrance is the breached wall of a room that
extends to the south about 9 m. To the west
are a several small chambers. The floor of the
entrance chamber slopes upward. Three hales
in the floor of the chamber, and two holes at
the back of the chamber lead downward to a
second, inner chamber that líes under and to
the south of the entrance chamber. This room,
that extends to the south, is 22 m long and 12
m wide. The ceiling is an average of 5 m high.
There is a low wide chamber developed
further to the west. The floor of this passage
floods during high tide. Both chambers have
smooth, phreatic dissolution surfaces because
they developed below the water table. A series
of steps cut into the stone lead from the
northernmost
part of the lower chamber
southward and up to the top of a collapseblock in the center of the room. The whole
setting is interesting and leads the imagination
to thoughts of pirates and buried treasure.
The large open entrances to both caves
make them appear, at first glance, to be sea
caves formed during a past higher sea level.
This is especially true for the East Cave.
However, close examination reveals flowstone
and dissolved
rock surfaces
that are
characteristic of cave development below a
water table followed by a drop of the water
level and the deposition of secondary subaerial
calcite (flowstone). The features of the inner
chamber of the West Cave could only have
formed by chemical dissolution. Both caves
lack the many small tu bes and interconnections
found in most flank margin caves, but the
overall form fits the model.
Re-board the bus. We will drive west to
Blake Road, and then l km south to Windsor
Field Road, and then west past the airport for
just under 3 km to Western Road. We will
continue southwest on Western Road for 3 km
until we reach the Lyford Cay area. This area
can only be investigated with advance

Harry Oakes Annex Cave

Harry Oakes Annex Cave (Fig. 8) is
about lO0m west of Harry Oakes Cave, along
the strike of the south flank of the ridge
(Mylroie, et al., 1991 ). The western-most
entrance of Harry Oakes Cave leads into a
large notch in the hill that is filled with
collapse debris. On the far (west) side of this
feature is the eastern entrance to Harry Oakes
Annex Cave. This cave is only 20 m in eastwest dimension, and extends only 1O m
northward into the hill.
Proceed north back up the ridge, past
the burned out Harry Oakes Mansion, and reboard the bus. The bus will return to West Bay
Street, turn west, and proceed a f ew meters to
park in front of the Caves Point Caves.

Stop 4: Caves Point Caves (Lunch Stop)
Two of the best-known caves The Bahamas
are found here at Caves Point on the north
shore of New Providence (Mylroie, et al.,
1991 ). There are two main caves that are
easily seen from the road.
They are not
currently connected, but they may have been
when they formed. Erosion of the hill side in
which they developed has removed their outer
chamber walls and exposed their interiors.
The entrance chamber floors are about 3
meters above sea level.
l. Caves Point East Cave - this cave is
basically a large, single chamber. The en trance
is 21 m wide and averages 3 m high, and is
oriented east-west. The chamber extends 16 m
to the south (Fig. 9). It has a bedrock floor
that rises to the rear of the cave, and the
ceiling is breached by two dissolution pits.
The cave has a more simple plan than most
Bahamian flank margin caves, in that it lacks
a series of complex tubes and passages
radiating from the main chamber.
2. Caves Point West Cave - this cave is
similar to its eastern neighbor, except that the
large, broad en trance chamber has passages off
the back that lead to a large inner chamber. It
16
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perm1ss10n. By taking the southernmost road
in the community, we will enter a long road
cut. The bus will park here.

captured by the baffling eff ect of vegetation
on carbonate land surfaces (Harmon et al.,
1983 ). These white, unstructured, and poorly
indurated buried soils commonly contain
abundant fossil pulmonate snails. They are
generally concordant with the depositional
layering of the underlying unit, which is
usually a back-beach
or dune deposit.
Calcarenite protosols develop during periods
when the carbonate banks are at least partially
flooded, and carbonate sediment is being
produced.
They represent pauses in the
accumulation
of the larger depositional
packages within which they are contained, as
opposed to major breaks between separate sea
leve! high stands and their associated sediment
packages. On Bermuda, these features were
initially called "soils of accretion" (Sayles,
1931 ).
These soils were la ter termed
"accretionary soils" (Land, et al., 1967; Harmon
et al., 1983; Vacher and Harmon, 1987), but
more recently they have been termed
calcarenite protosols (Vacher and Hearty,
1989).
An example
of the importance
of
distinguishing between terra rossa paleosols
and calcarenite protosols is provided by this
stop at Lyford Cay. Here, Garrett and Gould
(1984) described a package of six sedimentary
units (their units i to vi) separated by
discontinuity surfaces marked by paleosols
(Fig. 11). However, examination of the outcrop
shows that the lowest unit, Garrett and Gould's
unit i, is separated from the upper units by a
terra-rossa
paleosol (Carew and Mylroie,
1991 ); whereas the surfaces separating their
units ii through vi are calcarenite protosols.
The entire sequence is capped by a second
terra-rossa paleosol. Garrett and Gould (1984)
placed the entire sequence within one
depositional phase (their phase 2), whereas we
suggest that unit i was deposited, then a fall of
sea level resulted in non-deposition
and
development of the lower terra-rossa paleosol
surface. Subsequently, sea level rose onto the
platform
and episodic eolian deposition
produced alternating eolianite and calcarenite
protosol sequences. Then, a second sea level
fall produced the conditions for development
of
the
upper
terra-rossa
paleosol.
Uranium/Thorium
analysis of ooids in this
sequence at Lyford Cay (Muhs and Bush,

Stop 5: Lyford Cay Roadcut

Exit the bus and examine the roadcut.
Be wary of passing cars, and treat the grounds
with respect. The Lyford Cay roadcut is a
beautiful example of eolianite packages
separated by paleosols.
The six sedimentary units are eolianites,
which based on fenestra! porosity, were in two
cases interpreted by Hearty and Kindler ( 1995)
to grade downward into marine units. The use
of fenestral porosity to define beach units is
problematic in eolianites (Bain, 1985), as
rainstorm slurries can produce identical
features.
The rocks of Lyford Cay are
described by Hearty and Kindler (1995) as
oolites, but Schwabe, et al. ( 1993) reported that
in places ooids are a minor component (316%), and peloids dominate.
The paleosols separating the eolianite units
are not ali of the same type. Sorne paleosols
are calcarenite protosols, and sorne are terra
rossa paleosols (Carew and Mylroie, 1991).
Terra-rossa paleosols and calcarenite protosols
commonly form boundaries between deposits
of Quaternary carbonates, especially eolianites.
The term terra-rossa paleosol refers to the red
to orange-brown terra-rossa and associated soil
structures such as vegemorphs, hard micritic
calcrete
crusts,
vadose
pisolites,
and
disarticulated blocks of weathered parent
material. These paleosols represent long-term
exposure of the parent material to surficial
weathering, and the micritic calcrete is similar
to caliches found in semi-arid environments.
They also contain mineral components derived
from atmospheric dust (Muhs et al., 1987).
Such paleosols are common in Bermuda and in
the Bahamas, and they developed primarily at
times when sea level was low (below -1 O m)
and the platforms were emergent (Bretz, 1960;
Land, et al., 1967; Carew and Mylroie, 1991;
Vacherand Harmon, 1987; Vacher and Hearty,
1989). During those times no new carbonate
sediment accumulated on the platforms.
Calcarenite protosols are composed of
organics and eolian- transported sediment
19
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Fig. 11. Diagrammatic representation of the sequence of eolianites and paleosols at the Lyford Cay
roadcut (modified from Garrett and Gould, 1984).
1987), supports Carew and Mylroie's 1991 field
interpretation, and demonstrates that unit i was
deposited during oxygen isotope stage 7, and
units ii through vi were deposited during
oxygen isotope stage 5. These data place the
overlying unit in the Grotto Beach Formation,
and the underlying unit in the Owl's Hole
Formation. The sequence thusly represents the
Grotto Beach Formation overlying the Owls'
Hole Formation.
Recognition
of the
difference between terra-rossa paleosols and
calcarenite protosols is therefore important
when relating carbonate sediment packages to
their corresponding sea leve) events. This
outcrop further illustrates the difficulty in
using
morphostratigraphy
for geologic
mapping, for in the absence of the road cut,
the ridge would have been incorrectly mapped.
The lateral variability in petrologic character
shown in this outcrop make wide-spread
stratigraphic divisions based on petrology
questionable (Schwabe, et al., 1993 versus
Hearty and Kindler, 1995).
Re-board the bus, which will reverse
its course back to the Western Road, and
continue south. Halfway to the south coast,
hidden in the brush along the side of the road
is a large opening, with remnants of an iron
railing visible. The bus will park along the

side of the road.

Stop 6: Clifton Banana Hole

If time permits, we will disembark
from the bus and look at the large open cavity
behind the iron railing, Clifton Banana Hole.
The surface hole leads to a large dissolution
chamber that can be entered because a portian
of the ceiling has collapsed. The entrance pit
is 13 m long in the north-south direction, and
it is 9 m wide (Fig. 12). It can be freeclimbed at the northeast side. After a climb of
4 m down, one enters a large chamber 20 m
long north-south,
and 14 m wide.
The
remaining bedrock roof is only a meter thick.
In addition to the main pit entrance, the
ceiling is breached by a number of small holes.
The floor has a large amount of collapse debris
and breakdown which slumps downward to a
depression on the east side of the room. A f ew
small passages lead off to the east at severa!
levels, but they become low or end. To the
north is a small basin which looks artificially
excavated and contains a pool of water. Above
this pool, at ceiling leve), is a long, low crawl
that extends north for at least 5 m. The east
wall of the chamber contains stalactites and
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Fig. 12. Map of Clifton Banana Hole. Symbols and source same as for Figure 6.
flowstone that are now dry and crumbling.
These deposits indicate that the cave once had
a complete roof and the proper interna!
atmospheric conditions for the deposition of
subaerial calcite speleothems.
The cave is an exceptionally large banana
hole, that lies within the Sangamon Terrace of
Wilson, etal. (1995). The extra organic matter,
and the proximity to the freshwater lens make

the bottoms of banana boles prime spots for
specialty agriculture, hence the name "banana
hole" (Harris, et al., 1995).
Af ter boarding the bus, we will
continue south to the south coast of New
Providence at Clifton Pier. This area is rapidly
developing into the deep water port for New
Providence, in part to relieve congestion in the
harbor at Nassau. There is much construction
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along the cliffs while dodging pipes and
concrete obstacles and moving through the
various abandoned facilities. The good news is
that sorne of the cuts made into the rocks to
service the various facilities provide excellent
vertical exposures for geologic study and
photography.
The sea-level history of a set of closely
spaced cores in the are a of Clif ton Pier and the
stratigraphic section at Clifton Pier recently
was studied by A urell et al. (] 995). The late
Pleistocene facies of the Clifton Pier area were
shown in a map by Garrett and Gould ( 1984,
Fig. 8), and notes on Clifton Pier and the
regional geology were given in an earlier field
trip guidebook by Carew et al. (] 992) and
appear in this guidebook.

on-going, and site access is uncertain at this
time.
Stop 7: Clif ton Pier
ICHNOLOGY OF THE CLIFTON PIER
LIMESTONES (LATE)
PLEISTOCENE), NEW PROVIDENCE
ISLAND, BAHAMAS

H. Allen Curran and Brian White
Department of Geology
Smith College
Northampton, MA O1063
INTRODUCTION

The sea cliff exposures and humangenerated cuts in the rock at Clifton Pier
present one of the best vantage points on New
Providence Island for the examination of late
Pleistocene subtidal to beach limestone facies.
Here a stratigraphic section with a total
thickness of over 7 m reveals much about the
vertical facies sequence, bedding styles, and
physical sedimentary structures typical of
Bahamian subtidal to beach transition
sequences. In addition, the calcarenites of this
sequence contain numerous trace fossils,
dominated by large, well-developed specimens
of the vertically-oriented
trace fossil
Conichnus conicus. The purpose of this
contribution is to describe briefly the principal
facies of the Clif ton Pier section; particular
emphasis will be placed on the assemblage of
trace fossils found in the subtidal facies and its
significance and interpretation.
As you will see, the steep and
commonly sheer cliffs at Clifton Pier have
been extensively modified by human activity.
Because deep water líes immediately offshore,
this reach of coast is a port a rea f or oil tanker
off-loading, power generation, and associated
industrial activity. The area now is far from
idyllic, as it is littered with ali manner of
debris, from trash to rusting pipes to
abandoned concrete buildings. The result is
that this site is hazardous, and field trip
participants should use great caution in
moving around the pier area and clambering

THE GEOLOGIC SETTING

Clifton Pier and Clifton Point are
located at the southwestern end of New
Providence Island at the physiographic edge of
the island platform. The exposed rocks are
carbonate grainstones (calcarenites) capped by
a thin paleosol layer; a small coral head (? in
situ) from this locality yielded a U/Th age of
146 =/-9 ka (Neumann and Moore, 1975).
Therefore, these rocks are of late Pleistocene
age, and, based on stratigraphic position and
rock type, they can be assigned to the Grotto
Beach Formation of Carew and Mylroie
(1995b, and earlier references). Furthermore,
the largely subtidal nature of these rocks
suggests assignment to the Cockburn Town
Member.
At Clifton Pier, we measured a wellexposed stratigraphic
section that líes
immediately to the east of the old concrete
dock (]eft side of dock when facing seaward);
this section is shown in Figure l 3. The section
has a thickness of 6.5 m and reveals a classic
Bahamian shallowing-upward sequence (as
described in White et al., 1984) consisting of
fine to very coarse, shelly, peloidal
grainstones, ranging f rom shallow subtidal
beds, to swash zone deposits and overstepping
beach beds with parting lineations and bubble
porosity. The sequence is capped by a thin
paleosol-caliche layer. Coarse and fine
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CLIFTON PIER SECTION 1
New Providence lsland, Bahamas
meters

6

paleosol
overstepping beach beds

trough and tabular cross-bedded
f - e, shelly calcarenite

rounded "beachrock" clasts
top of Conichnus zone

top of yellow zona
(MHW)

Fig. 13. Measured section showing shallowingupward sequence immediately adjacent to the
east side of the concrete dock at Clifton Pier.

reveals a beach sequence and is nicely sketched
in a figure recently published by Aurell et al.
(1995, Fig. 5).
Interesting cliff exposures occur in
both directions along this reach of coast. If
time permits, we will move west along the
coast, being careful to avoid the hazards
rnentioned earlier. Soon (about 100 rn) one
will come to an area where there is a large
double cut in the rock normal to the coast.
This is a part of the adjacent power station
facility; the building areas are abandoned and
now dangerous - move with care. On the
northwest side of this cut area, a concrete
staircase can be used far access to the base of
the stratigraphic section shown in Figure 14.
The rock exposures are clean and steep, and
the section has a thickness of over 8 m and
generally shows the same sequence of facies as
in the previous section.
Here Conichnus
conicus is found to a level almost 3 m above
the top of the yellow zone; its density of
occurrence results in significant bioturbation
and above this zone shallow-water physical
sedimentary structures are well developed (Fig.
15).
Good exposures continue from this
point along the coast. The climbing is a bit
slow, but, if the group is not too large and
time permits, we will continue on to the
entrance of a small cave (only easily accessible
at low tide). The interior walls of the cave
reveal excellent exposures of the subtidal beds
that contain well-formed examples of C.
conicus.

THE TRACE FOSSIL ASSEMBLAGE

lamination couplets are prominent in these
beds, particularly in the trough and tabular
cross-bed sets, with the finer laminations
showing preferential cementation.
The top of the yellow zone (intertidal
algal zone) closely approximates the leve! of
mean high water; we have found this level to
be a convenient and reasonably consistent
marker far the zero point of stratigraphic
sections made throughout the Bahamas. The
conical trace fossil Conichnus conicus is
prominent in the lower part of this section.
The upper part of the Clif ton Pier section

The shallow subtidal facies at Clifton
Pier contain an ichnoassemblage dominated by
Conichnus and Ophiomorpha, with minar
Skolithos linearis, Skolithos-like forros, and
horizontal, gently meandering burrows. The
Conichnus specimens clearly belong to the
ichnospecies C. conicus Myannil as defined
by Pemberton et al. (1988). C. conicus a large,
conical, vertical burrow that exhibits nested,
cone-in-cone laminations in longitudinal view
and is circular to oval-shaped in horizontal
cross-section (Fig. 16A,B). Burrows
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trough and tabular cross-bedded
f - e, shelly calcarenite

top ol Conichnus zona

Fig. 15. View of mid-part of Section 2
showing trough and tabular cross-beds with
lamination couplets well-bioturbated
by
Conichnus conicus and Ophiomorpha. At the
upper part of the section a transition occurs to
gently seaward-dipping beach beds.

Fig. 14. Measured section at the power station
facility cut, a short distance northwest of
Section 1. Access to the base of the section is
via the concrete staircase adjacent to the cut.
commonly exhibit a well lithified, exterior rim
with the top of the conical form filled by
coarse, poorly-laminated sediment (Fig. 16B).
In this tabular and trough cross-bedded
sequence, C. conicus specimens are abundant
and robust, averaging 9 to 1O cm in diameter
(Fig. 17) and reaching 1.2 m in length. Most
burrow lengths measured at Clifton Pier
represent minimums because the full burrow
length only rarely is revealed in outcrop.
In the sea cave exposure located a short
distance beyond Section 2, specimens of
Conichnus conicus are numerous and can be
viewed in both vertical and horizontal section

(Fig. 18A). The distinctive knobs found on the
roof of the sea cave are the tops of C. conicus
burrows! We were able to measure a 5.625 m 2
area of the cave roof; 30 burrow tops were
counted within this area, for an average of 5.3
burrows/m 2 • Since ali of these burrows are in
situ, this is a measure of the density of
tracemaker organisms that originally were
present in these sediments. The nature of the
tracemaker will be discussed further in the
following section.
As exhibited particularly well in the
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Fig. 16. A - longitudinal section of a typical Conichnus conicus specimen at Clifton Pier. Note nested
cone-in-cone structure and well-laminated sediment couplets. Bar scale = 4 cm. B - Cross-sectional
view of a C. conicus specimen. Note the well-lithified rim surrounding the burrow and the coarse,
poorly-laminated sediment infilling the top of the burrow. Bar scale = 2 cm.
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Also present but rare in this area are
horizontal, gently meandering burrows that
might reasonable be assigned to Planolites. As
discussed below, similar burrows have been
found with this ichnoassemblage in the
Exumas. Both the Skolithos-like burrows and
the horizontal, gently meandering burrows
likely were formed by marine worms, although
not necessarily polychaetes.

exposures in the vicinity of Section 2
("staircase"), Conichnus conicus can be a
dominant burrow capable of bioturbating the
sediment to the extent that a distinctive
ichnofabric
results (Fig. 18B).
These
exposures are ideal for measuring ichnofabric
using the Droser/Bottjer lchnofabric Index
scale, and ichnofabric index values of 3 to 4
were obtained on a 5 point scale. At the high
end of the scale, no new burrows could be
added without directly impinging on a
previously formed burrow.
Ophiomorpha also is present in the
subtidal beds at Clifton Pier, but it is clearly
and always subordinate in abundance to
Conichnus conicus. These Ophiomorpha are
morphologically very similar to Ophiomorpha
previously described by Curran and White
( 1991) f rom other areas in the Bahamas, except
that they tend to be less robust (outside burrow
diameters of 1.5 cm or less as opposed to 2 to
3 cm diameter average elsewhere). Figure 18C
shows
a well-developed,
branching
Ophiomorpha burrow system with shafts and
tunnels. The burrows are well-lined and have
the pelleted exterior and smooth interior
surfaces characteristic of this ichnotaxon. As
will be discussed in the next section, these
tabular and trough cross-bedded sediments
were deposited in an energetic environment,
and the relatively mobile bottom Iikely
suppressed
dense
burrowing
by the
Ophiomorpha tracemaker callianassid shrimp.
Vertical,
lined
and
unlined,
unbranched burrows 2 to 4 mm in diameter
that represent the ichnospecies Sko/ithos
linearis are present but rare in these subtidal
deposits. With sorne searching, examples can
be found. These burrows likely were formed
by polychaetes (Curran and White, 199I). In
the exposures at Section 2, we observed sorne
Sko/ithos-like burrows.
They differ from
typical Skolithos /inearis by having a larger
diameter (up to 0.8 cm) and a bulbous base.

INTERPRET ATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

This Conichnus conicus-dominated
ichnoassemblage or ichnocoenosis (since these
trace fossils had a temporal origin) that
characterizes the subtidal beds at Clifton Pier
is known elsewhere from similar Pleistocene
beds in the Bahamas, namely from Little
Exuma Island (Curran, 1990, 1994) and from
a recently discovered occurrence at th north
end of the Cockburn Town fossil reef complex
on San Salvador. Beyond the Bahamas, the
ichnocoenosis has been reported from similar
settings in two other late Pleistocene units, the
Miami Limestone in southern Florida {Shinn,
1968; Halle y and Evans, 1983) and the
Ironshore Formation on Grand Cayman Island
(Pemberton and Jones, 1988; Jones and
Pemberton, 1989).
In ali cases, this ichnocoenosis occurs
in carbonate grainstones characterized by
tabular and trough cross-beds and representing
shallow subtidal, shoaling conditions, likely
deposited under the influence of nearshore or
tidal currents in what are interpreted to be
protected coastal bay to lagoonal conditions.
At Clifton Pier, Aurell et al. (1995) interpreted
the subtidal beds to have been deposited as
part of a tidally influenced sand flat on a
semi-protected bank, possibly behind a reefal
complex.
Conichnus previously has been
interpreted as the dwelling burrow or resting

Fig. 18. A - Well defined Conichnus conicus burrows exposed in a small sea cave just above mean
high water-leve! and located a short distance northwest of Section 2. Note that the tops of several
burrows (burrow infill sediment) are preserved on the roof of the cave. Rock hammer = 28 cm in
length. B - Subtidal tabular and trough cross-bedded sequence that is well-bioturbated by C.
conicus. Some Ophimorpha are also present. Scale = I 5 cm. C - Ophiomorpha shaft and tunnel
burrow system in well-laminated tabular cross-bedded sequence near Section 2. Bar scale = 3 cm.
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trace of an anernone-like organisrn (Pernberton
et al., 1988), and Shinn (1968) rnade a
convincing case for origin by the burrowing
activities of a sea anernone by observing
burrowing activity of the rnodern anernone
Phyl/actis conguilegia. Based on the analogy,
we interpret
the nested,
cone-in-cone
structures at Clif ton Pier as representing the
dwelling burrows and escape structures of sea
anernones atternpting to keep pace with pulses
of rapid sedimentation under at least somewhat
protected, possibly lagoonal, and shoaling
conditions.
Likewise, Ophiomorpha and
Skolithos
linearis were subordinate
in
occurrence to Co11ich11usconicus owing to the
actively shoaling conditions.

over in many areas, producing caves of
sometimes appreciable extent. The fissures
often narrow down and become infilled with
micritic terra rossa paleosol to form caliche
dikes. Recent development in this area has
obscured man y of these fea tu res. There has
been discussion (Daugherty, et al., 1987; Carew
and Mylroie, 1989a; Mylroie et al., 1991) that
such fractures in The Bahamas are related to
failure of the platform margin. Such platform
rnargin failure has been reported on the large
scale in The Bahamas (Mullins and Hine,
1989). Clifton Pier is the one place on New
Providence Island where the platform margin
is proximal to the island landmass, rnaking
such margin-failure features visible on land.
From the Clifton Pier locality, we will
board the bus and head east along South West
Road for 9 km, then north on Coral Harbor
Road for 5 km and return to the airport.
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Other Interesting Areas

Downtown Nassau - Downtown Nassau and
the immediate surrounding
areas have a
number of large road cuts into high eolianite
ridges. These ridges generally show sequences
similar to that seen at Lyford Cay, with both
terra rossa paleosols and calcarenite protosols
comrnon and well expressed.
The Collins
A venue road cut, the East Street road cut, and
the Queen's Staircase are notable exarnples.
Detailed information of sorne of these si tes can
be f ound in Hearty and Kindler (1995).

Additional Features of the Clifton Pier Area

--J. L. Carew, J. E. Mylroie, and N. E. Sealey
To the east along the outcrop at Clifton Pier
are more cliffs, sorne of which show deep,
paleosol-filled dissolution pits and pit caves.
Sorne of these pits bell out at their base into
low, broad voids filled wi th terra rossa soil.
This site makes it easy to understand how drill
cores taken through such a sequence could be
misinterpreted as having penetrated a buried
paleosol. Such a mis-identification would lead
an observer to conclude that an extra emergent
cycle is represented in the rock sequence
(Carew and Mylroie, 1991, Fig. 3; Mylroie and
Carew, 1995a, Fig. 7).
To the west from Clifton Pier, along
the cliffs, and inland along the platea u surface,
are a number of deep fractures. On thé cliffs,
these fractures run inland subparallel to the
cliffs; on the plateau surface, they lead
downward to sea leve l. The fissures are roof ed

Fossil Reefs - Fossil coral reef outcrops are
not as abundant as on sorne other Bahamian
islands, but the low elevation of such fea tu res
makes them vulnerable to destruction or
masking by modern developrnent. In addition
to fossil corals seen at Northwest Point and
reported at Clifton Pier (Neumann and Moore,
1975), an extensive fossil reef, although in a
relatively poor state of preservation, can be
found at Delaport Point on the island's north
shore.
Holocene Eolianites - Hanna Bay Member
rocks of the Rice Bay Formation were seen at
Northwest Point. On the outlying islands of
Salt Cay and Rose Island, to the northeast of
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Nassau, North Point Member eolianites of the
Rice Bay Formation are f ound resting directly
on top of a terra rossa paleosol covering
Pleistocene eolianites (either the Grotto Beach
or Owl's Hole Formation). These upper units
are identified as Holocene by their lack of an
overlying paleosol, andas North Point Member
eolianites by their dip below modero sea level.
A sample from the North Point Member
eolianites at the east end of Rose Island yielded
a 14c allochem date of 3684 +/- 70 yBP. The
superposition of these Holocene eolianites
directly over Pleistocene eolianites to form a
composite ridge again demonstrates the
weakness of morphostratigraphy
as a
stratigraphic tool.

fea tu res was most likely a minor fluctuation
(+/- 2 m) on the oxygen isotope substage 5e
highstand, as cave passage produced at this
elevation by any earlier sea-level highstands
would have, by today, subsided below modero
sea level (Carew and Mylroie, 1995a).
Hunts Cave Quarry is also an important
outcrop. It is one of the few sites in the
Bahamas where one can see two oolitic
eolianites that are separated by a welldeveloped terra-rossa paleosol (Schwabe, et al.,
1993; Hearty and Kindler, 1995). A second
terra-rossa paleosol covers the upper eolianite.
The simplest interpretation of this outcrop is
that a Grotto Beach Formation oolite overlies
an Owl's Hole Formation oolite. A single wall
rock specimen from Hunts Cave, located 100
m to the west of the quarry, was l 00%
micritized (Schwabe, et al., 1993). This
locality
once again demonstrates
the
problematic nature of morphostratigraphy and
petrology alone to determine stratigraphic
relationships. As a larger issue, there remains
the question of why the Grotto Beach
eolianites (oxygen isotope substage 5e) are
dominated by ooids throughout the Bahamas,
but the older Owl's Hole rocks are usually not,
with Hunts Cave Quarry the rare exception.

Hunts Cave and Hunts Cave Ouarry - Hunts
Cave and Hunts Cave Quarry are located
southwest of Nassau, just south of Harold
Pond about midway between the north-south
highways of Gladstone Road to the west and
Blue Hill Road to the east.
The ridge
containing these two features rises from a flat
plain (the Sangamon Terrace of Wilson, et al.,
1995) to a height of 20 m.
Hunts Cave is the most extensive cave
on New Providence (Fig. 19), and is notable
for calcite speleothem deposits within that
have undergone phreatic dissolution, first
reported by Garrett and Gould ( 1984). The
cave was formed under phreatic conditions, as
it fits the flank margin model well (Mylroie, et
al., 199I ), then sea level must have fallen
enough to at least partly drain the cave,
resulting in air-filled conditions in which the
calcite speleothems (flowstone and stalactites)
were deposited. Sea level must have risen
again to re-flood the cave and place the
subaerial speleothems in a water-filled
environment, in which phreatic dissolution
took place. This phreatic dissolution did not
only dissolve the speleothems, it also dissolved
the wall rock to which they were attached such
that today, a smooth surface from wall rock to
speleothems exists, much like the smooth
surface of wall rock to paleosol that exists in
Bahamas West Cave. Similar features are rare
elsewhere in the Bahamas (Mylroie, et al.,
1991), but common on Isla de Mona, Puerto
Rico (Mylroie, et al. 1995c). The sea level
drop necessary to produce the observed

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The purpose of the field trip to New
Providence Island was to give the Symposium
participants a quick overview of sorne geologic
fea tu res of the island. The stops chosen, and
the order of their presentation, were selected
to provide efficient transportation, meet
permission requirements, and put the sun in
the correct quarter for best photography (high
sun for the roadcut at Lyford Cay, sun in the
west for Clifton Pier, etc).
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